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ABSTRACT 
Let C(X,E) be the space of all continuous functions from an ultraregular space X to a non- 
Archimedean locally convex space E. Necessary and/or  sufficient conditions are given so that 
C(X,E), with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets or with the topology of simple 
convergence, is bornological or c-ultrabornological. 
1980 Math. Subject Classification: 46P05. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let X be an ultraregular space, K a complete non-Archimedean non-trivially 
valued field, and C(X,K) the space of all continuous K-valued functions on X. 
Govaerts has shown in [2] and [3] that C(X,K), with the topology of simple 
convergence or with the topology of compact convergence, is bornological iff 
X is N-replete. In this paper, we show that the same is true if we replace K with 
an arbitrary metrizable locally K-convex space E. If K is spherically complete 
and X satisfies the first axiom of countability, then for an arbitrary locally 
K-convex space E, the space C(X,E), with the topology of simple convergence 
or with the topology of compact convergence, is bornological iff X is N-replete 
and E is bornological. It is also shown that, if E is a Fr6chet space, then 
C(X,E), with the topology of compact convergence, is c-ultrabornological iff
X is N-replete and K is spherically complete. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, X will be an ultraregular topological space, i.e. X is 
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a Hausdorff space for which the clopen sets form a base for the topology. The 
Banaschewski compactification floX of X (see [1]) is a compact ultraregular 
space that contains X as a dense subspace and is such that disjoint clopen 
subsets of X have closures in floX which are clopen and disjoint. As in [1], 
ooX is the set of all x ~ floX such that for each sequence (Vn) of neighborhoods 
of x in floX we have Nn~l Vn NX--/:O. By [1, Theorem 9], ooX coincides with 
the N-repletion ON X of X, where N is the set of all positive integers. Let K be 
a complete non-Archimedean non-trivially valued field, E a Hausdorff locally 
K-convex space, and C(X, E) the space of all continuous E-valued functions on 
X. We will denote by Cs(X,E) (respectively Cc(X,E)) the space C(X,E) 
equipped with the topology ts of simple convergence (resp. with the topology 
t¢ of compact convergence). For a subset A of X, we will denote by ZA the 
K-characteristic function of A. Also, if f is a function from X to E and p a 
seminorm on E, we define 
IlfIlA, p=SUp {p(f(x)):xeA}, IlfIlp= Ilfllx, p. 
For a function g, from X to a non-Archimedean normed space G, we define 
IIZIIA =sup {llg(x)ll :xeA}, Ilgll = IIg{Ix. 
Let p be a continuous non-Archimedean seminorm on E and set Gp= 
= {p(s) :s e E}. On Gp we consider the ultrametric d defined by 
d(x, y) = 0 if x =y, 
= max (x, y) if x--/:y. 
Under this metric, Gp becomes a realcompact, strongly ultraregular, non- 
compact opological space and so oGX= ooX= ONX (see [1, Theorem 9]). I f f  
is in C(X, E), then the function fp :X~ Gp, fp(X) =p(f(x)), is continuous and so 
it has a continuous extension fp to all of ooX. 
For a locally K-convex space F, we denote by F~ the space F' with the weak 
topology a(F,F'). For K spherically complete, the finest locally K-convex 
topology on F, compatible with the pair (F,F'), will be denoted by rc(F,F') 
(see [111). For the notion of c-compactness, we refer to [101. 
A locally K-convex space F iscalled bornological if every absolutely convex 
subset of F absorbing bounded sets is a neighborhood of zero. The space F is 
called c-ultrabornological if every absolutely convex subset of F absorbing 
absolutely convex, bounded, and c-compact sets is a neighborhood of zero. 
Let now S(X) be the algebra of all clopen subsets of X. We will denote by 
M(X,E') the space of all finitely additive E'-valued measures m on S(X) for 
which m(S(X)) is an eqicontinuous subset of E'  (see [91). Let A e S(X), A SO. 
Consider the family ¢b A of all u = {A1 ..... An; xl ..... xn} where A 1 . . . . .  A n is a 
clopen partition of A and xieAi. The set ¢bA becomes directed by defining 
al >- ~2 iff the partition of A in ~1 is a refinement of the partition in ~z 2. If f 
is an E-valued function on X and a = {A1 ..... An; xl .... .  xn} in ¢b A, we define 
oga(f m) = ~ m(Ai)f(xi). 
i=1  
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If the limit limaee~ e)~(f,m) exists, thenf i s  said to be integrable over A and 
we denote this limit by ~A fdm. We write simply j fdm for ~xfdm. For ~ 6E '  
and xeX,  we denote by m~,~ the element of M(X,E') defined by mx,¢(A)= 
= )~A (X)~0. We have mx, o(f) = (/)(f(x)) for all fe  C(X, E). 
Finally, the complement of a subset A of X will be denoted by A ~ or by 
X\A .  
2. BORNOLOGICAL SPACES C(X,E) 
THEOREM 2.1. If Cc(X, E) or Cs(X, E) is bornological, then E is bornological 
and X is N-replete. 
PROOF. The proof for Cs(X,E) is given in [8, theorem 3.1]. For the case of 
Cc(X, E) we can use an analogous argument. 
NOTATION. For a non-empty absolutely convex subset D of C(X,E), we will 
let Y2D denote the family of all clopen subsets A of X which have the following 
property: If fe  C(X,E) vanishes on A, then fED.  The intersection 
n {AB°X:A ~-~D} 
will be denoted by F(D). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (a) If A1,A 2 are  in E2D, then A =AIAA2Eff2 D. 
(b) If A is a clopen subset of X such that .4~°XDF(D), then A e E2 D. 
(c) An element x~flo X belongs to F(D) iff the following holds: For each 
clopen neighborhood W of x in flo X there exists fe  C(X,E) with f=0 on 
X \ wn  x and f~ D. 
(d) F(D) is the smallest compact subset G of flo X with the following 
property: If fe  C(X,E) vanishes on a clopen subset W of X with ffv~0XD G, 
then f~ D. 
PROOF. (a) Let fe  C(X,E) vanishing on A. If B l =A~ and B 2 =A 1AA~, then 
f =f" Zs~ + f" ZB 2 E D. 
(b) Let A be a clopen subset of X whose closure in floX contains F(D). The 
set A ~0x is clopen and so its complement G in floX is compact. Hence there 
are B 1 ..... BnE~ D such that G is covered by the complements of the sets 
/~foX, i=1, .. . ,n. Hence GCfloX\B B°x, B=NT=~ Bie~ D and so 
B = B~oX NxcA~ox NX=A 
which implies that A ~ ~2 D. 
(c) (~)  The set A=XA[ f loX \W]=X\WAX is clopen in X with 
.4~°x=floX\W from which it follows that A¢~2 D and hence the claim is 
clear. (=) .  If xCF(D), then there exists A~2 D with x¢A ~ox. The set 
W=fioX\AP°X is clopen, contains x and X\WNX=XN.A~oX=A.  Hence 
every f which vanishes on X\  WAX belongs to D. 
(d) Let G be a compact subset of flo X for which the property is satisfied. 
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There exists a family {W a} of clopen sets in floX with G= fqWa. If 
Va = WaOX, then W a is the closure of Va in flo X. Our hypothesis mplies that 
each Va is in t2D from which it follows that GDF(D). This, together with (b), 
complete the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that D absorbs tc-bounded sets. Then: 
(a) If (An) is a sequence of pairwise disjoint clopen sets in X such that 
A = UAn is clopen, then there exists no such that X\An~f2D if n>-no. 
(b) If (Vn) is a sequence in £2 D such that V= f) Vn is clopen, then V~£2 D. 
PROOF. (a) Assume the contrary and let N1={n~N:X\An~t2D}, 
N2=N\N 1. The set B 1 = U,~N, An is open. Also X\B  1 =X\A  U [U~N2 An] 
is open. Thus B 1 is clopen and so we may assume that X\AnOi~2 Dfor each n. 
Let fn in C(X,E) with fn=O on X\A  n and fnCD. If 121>1, then the set 
B = {2nfn:n ~N} is tc-bounded. In fact, if F is a compact subset of X, then 
there exists m such that FMA C U,~_m An. Hence, for k>m, we havefk=0 on 
F. Let now/~eK with BCI.tD. But then, for ]).n I-> 1/~1, we havefneD which is 
a contradiction. 
(b) By Proposition 2.2, we may assume that (Vn) is decreasing. Let now 
f in C(X,E) vanishing on V and let ]).1>1. The set G={).nfzv:neN} is 
t¢-bounded. In fact, if F is compact in X,  then there exists n such that 
FM VcC V c. If now re>n, thenfZvm vanishes on F which proves that G is 
tc-bounded. It follows that fZvmeD for some m. Since fZv£eD, we have 
f=fZv,, +fZv£ eD and this completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 If D absorbs to-bounded sets, then F(D) C voX. 
PROOF. Suppose that x~F(D) with x~ ooX. Then, there exists a decreasing 
sequence (A n) of clopen neighborhoods of x in flo X such that A 1 =rio X and 
A,=~ AnMX=0. Set Gn=(A, \An+l)AX. Then U ,  G, =X. By the preceding 
Proposition, there exists m such that X \ Gn ~ ff2D if n >_ m. Since 
N (X \Gn)=X\AmNX 
n>_m 
is clopen, we have X\Am(')XEff2 D by the preceding Proposition, and so 
xeX\AmNX ¢oX. On the other hand, xeAmN-X~°X=Am . This is a contra- 
diction since the disjoint clopen sets AmAX and X\AmNX must have 
disjoint closures in flo X (see [l, Theorem 5]). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let (xn) be a sequence of distinct elements in an ultraregular 
space Y. Then, there exists a subsequence (xnk) and pairwise disjoint clopen 
sets V~ with xnk e Vk. 
PROOF. If Xn-~Xl, take n1=2, otherwise take n l= l .  Since XnT~Xn,, there 
exists a clopen neighborhood V1 of Xn, and an infinite subset N 1 of N such 
that xn~ V1 for each neN1. Let /72>/71 such that the sequence (Xn)n~N, does 
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not converge to x,2. There exists a clopen neighborhood V2 C Vf of x~2 and an 
infinite subset N2 of NI such that xn ¢ V 2 if n e N2. Continuing in this way we 
get by induction our result. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If D absorbs ts-bounded sets, then F(D) is a finite subset 
of Vo X. 
PROOF. By Proposition 2.4, F(D) C voX. Suppose that F(D) is infinite. By the 
preceding Lemma, there exist a sequence (xn) in F(D) and a sequence (V,) of 
pairwise disjoint clopen subsets of flo X with x n e V n. By Proposition 2.2 (c), 
there existsf~eC(X,E),f~¢D, with fn=0 on X\V~NX.  Let ]21>1. The set 
B= {2~f, :neN} is ts-bounded. Hence, there exists 2o with BC20D and so 
f .  eD if ]21-> ]20[. This contradiction completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose that F(D)Ct~oX and that there exists a con- 
tinuous non-Archimedean seminorm p on E and r> 0 such that 
V 1 = { fe  C(X,g):llfllp<--r} CD. 
Then 
I/2 = {f  e C(X,E) : J~(x)_<_ r for all x e F(D) } C D. 
PROOF. Let fe  V 2. The set W={xeX:fp(X)<_r} is clopen and its closure in 
flo X contains F(D). Thus, by Proposition 2.2, We~ D and so fZ~veD. Also 
fgwe V1 cD and hence feD.  
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let E be metrizable and let D be an absolutely convex 
subset of C(X,E) absorbing tc-bounded sets. Then, there exists a non- 
Archimedean continuous eminorm p on E and r> 0 such that 
(*) {feC(X,E):  [[fl]p<-r}CD. 
PROOF. Let (p~) be an increasing sequence of non-Archimedean seminorms 
on E generating its topology and suppose that we cannot find p , r  such that 
(*) holds. If ]2]>1, then, for each heN,  there exists f~eC(X,E) with 
[tfnl[p<--[2[ -n and fnCD. The set B={2nfn:neN} is tc-bounded and so 
BC2o D for some 2 0. But then f ,  eD if 12In_> [2o[, which is a contradiction. 
Combining Theorem 2.1 with Propositions 2.4, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8, we get 
THEOREM 2.9. If E is metrizable, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is N-replete; 
(2) Cs(X,E ) is bornological; 
(3) Co(X, E) is bornological. 
PROOF. If Cs(X,E) or Cc(X,E) is bornological, then X is N-replete by 
Theorem 2.1. Conversely, let X be N-replete. Then voX=X. If D is an abso- 
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lutely convex subset of C(X, E) absorbing ts (resp. to) bounded sets, then F(D) 
is a finite (resp. compact) subset of ooX=X by Propositions 2.6 and 2.5. By 
Proposition 2.8, there exist a non-Archimedean continuous eminorm p on E 
and r>0 such that 
and so 
{fe  C(X, E) : [If I] p ~ r} c D, 
{f  e C(X, E) : Ilfll nD) ~ r} C D 
by Proposition 2.7. Hence D is a t s (resp. a tc) neighborhood of zero and this 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let Y be an ultraregular space satisfying the first axiom of 
countability. Then, for each finite subset S={xx ..... Xm} of Y, there exists a 
decreasing sequence (Wn) of clopen sets with N Wn = S. 
PROOF. For each k, 1 _ k < m, there exists a decreasing sequence (Vk, n)n°°=l of 
clopen neighborhoods of Xk which is a base at Xk. Then Nn~l Vk, n = {X~}. 
Now it suffices to take Wn = U T= 1 Vk, n- 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Suppose that ooX satisfies the first axiom of countability 
and that the absolutely convex subset D of C(X, E) absorbs ts-bounded sets. 
Then, any fe  C(X, E) vanishing on F(D) Cl X belongs to D. 
PROOF. By Proposition 2.6, F(D) is a finite subset of Oo X. Hence, by the 
preceding Lemma, there exists a decreasing sequence (Wn) of clopen sets in 
ooX with fIWn=F(D ). Let feC(X ,E)  vanish on F(D)NX. If [21>1 and 
V n = WnfqX, then the sequence (2nxvof) is ts-bounded, from which it follows 
that there exists n such that f l  =Xvnf eD. Also f2=Xv~.f~D since it vanishes 
on V n and the closure of V n in flo X contains WnDF(D). Thus f=f l  + fE~D. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let K be spherically complete and let F be a Hausdorff locally 
K-convex space. Then, every absolutely convex, weakly bounded and weakly 
c-compact subset of F'  is strongly bounded. 
PROOF. The proof is analogous to the one in the classical case. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let K be spherically complete and let F be a Hausdorff locally 
K-convex space. Then F is bornological iff the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) The topology r of F coincides with rc(F,F'). 
(2) If a linear functional f on Fmaps bounded sets into bounded sets, then 
f is continuous. 
PROOF. The "only i f "  part follows from [I1, Theorems 4.30, 4.31]. Con- 
versely, let the conditions be satisfied and let r b be the bornological topology 
associated with r (ra is the finest locally K-convex topology on F having the 
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same with r bounded sets). I f  fe  (F,'rb)', then f maps r-bounded sets into 
bounded sets and so feF ' .  Since rb>_r, we have (F, Tb) '=F'  and so rb -< 
___ rc(F, F') = r. Thus r = r b is bornological. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let K be spherically complete and let G = Cs(X, E). Then, 
the topology of E coincides with rc(E, E') iff the topology of G coincides with 
re(G, G'). 
PROOF. (=) Let A be an absolutely convex, weakly c-compact and weakly 
bounded subset of G'. By Lemma 2.12, A is strongly bounded. By [8, Theorem 
2.4], there exist a finite subset S= {xl,...,x,} of X and a strongly bounded 
subset H of E' such that 
Ac{ mx. k:C'k H}. 
k=l  
Consider pairwise disjoint clopen sets W~ .... .  W n in X with xk e W k. For each 
k, the map Tk:G'~-+E ~, Tk(m)=m(Vk), is linear and continuous. Hence, 
Tk(A ) is an absolutely convex, weakly bounded and weakly c-compact subset 
of E'.  By hypothesis, [Tk(A)] ° is a neighborhood of zero in E. Let p be a 
continuous non-Archimedean seminorm on E such that 
V={seE:p(s )<l}C ~ [Tk(A)I °. 
k=l  
Now 
W= {f  6 C(X,E) : IIflIs, p<-- 1} CA °. 
In fact, if m eA,  then for each fe  C(X,E) we have 
j fdm= ~ I fdm= ~ m(Wk)f(Xk). 
k=l  W k k=l  
Hence, for m eA andfe  W, we have Im(f)l _< 1 and so WCA °. It follows that 
the topology of G is finer that rc(G, G') and so the two topologies coincide. 
(=)  Let xeX.  The map Tx:E~G ~, Tx(C/))=mx, o, is linear and continuous. 
Hence, given an absolutely convex, weakly bounded and weakly c-compact 
subset B of E',  the set T,:(B) is an absolutely convex weakly bounded and 
weakly c-compact subset of G'  and so its polar in G is a neighborhood of zero. 
Thus, there exist a finite subset S of X and a continuous non-Archimedean 
seminorm p on E such that 
0 = {fe  C(X,E):HfHs, p<_ 1} c [Tx(B)] °. 
Now, if p(s)_< 1, then the constant function fe  s is in O and so 1 _> [ T~(~0)(f)] = 
= ]q~(f(x))l = [~0(s)] for all q~eB. Thus 
{sEE:p(s)<_ 1} CB ° 
and the result follows. 
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THEOREM 2.15. Let K be spherically complete and suppose that X satisfies 
the first axiom of countability. Then G--Cs(X,E) is bornological iff X is 
N-replete and E is bornological. 
PROOF. The "only i f"  part follows from Theorem 2.1. Conversely, let E be 
bornological and X N-replete. Since E is bornological, its topology coincides 
with rc(E, E'). By the preceding Proposition, t s = rc(G, G'). To finish the proof, 
it suffices (by Lemma 2.13) to show that every linear functional 0 on G, 
bounded on bounded sets, is continuous. So, let 0 be Such a functional. The 
set D = { fe  C(X, E) : ]q~(f)] _< 1 } is absolutely convex absorbing ts-bounded sets. 
Hence, F=F(D) is a finite subset of voX=X. I f fe  C(X,E) vanishes on F and 
[~[ > 1, then 2nf~D for all n (by Proposition 2.11) and so [0 ( f ) [ -  [A]-n which 
proves that 0 ( f )=0.  Let F= {Xl .....  xn}. The space E 1 =E n, with the product 
topology, is bornological. Choose pairwise disjoint clopen sets W 1 ..... W n in X 
with Xk~ W k. For s=(s  1 ..... sn)6E 1, define 
T(s)=0( ~ XWfik). 
k=l  
Then T is linear and bounded on bounded sets in El, and hence T is con- 
tinuous since E 1 is bornological. Let Ok:E~K, Ok(X) = T(x(k)), where 
x}k)=0 if i4:k 
=x if i=k. 
Then, Ok is continuous. Now, given fe  C(X, E), the function 
h=f- E Zwkf(xk) 
k- I  
vanishes on F and so 0(h)= 0, which implies that 
O(f)=q~( ~ Xwf(Xk))=T(f(x~) ..... f(Xn))= ~ Ok(f(Xk)). 
k=l  k - I  
Thus O ~ G', which completes the proof. 
3. c-ULTRABORNOLOGICAL SPACES C(X,E) 
THEOREM 3.1. If Cc(X,E) or Cs(X,E) is c-ultrabornological, then E is 
c-ultrabornological, X is N-replete and K is spherically complete. 
PROOF. Let Cc(X,E) (resp. Cs(X, E)) be c-ultrabornological and let W be an 
absolutely convex subset of E absorbing absolutely convex, bounded and 
c-compact sets. If x e X, then the set D = {f~ C(X, E) : f(x) ~ W} is absolutely 
convex and absorbs absolutely convex, bounded and c-compact sets in 
Cc(X, E) (resp. in Cs(X, E)). By hypothesis, there exist a compact subset F of 
X and a continuous non-Archimedean seminorm p on E such that 
{f  e C(X ,E )  : [lfllF, p < -- 1} CD. 
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This implies that the set {s e E:p(s) <_ 1} C W which shows that E is c-ultra- 
bornological. Also, X is N-replete by Theorem 2.1. Finally, if there exists a 
c-ultrabornological Hausdorff  space G 4= {0} over K, then G contains an abso- 
lutely convex, bounded and c-compact set A 4= {0} (otherwise {0} would be a 
neighborhood of zero in G) which (since K is complete) it is known to imply 
that K is c-compact. This clearly completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let K be spherically complete and let E be a Frdchet space. 
If D is an absolutely convex subset of Cc(X,E) absorbing absolutely convex, 
bounded and c-compact sets, then there exist a continuous non-Archimedean 
seminorm p on E and r>0 such that 
{f  e C(X,E) : []fll p<_r} CD. 
PROOF. Assume the contrary and let ~ , )  be an increasing sequence of non- 
Archimedean seminorms on E generating its topology. If I,~l > 1, there exists 
f ,  eC(X,E) with f ,¢D and l[fn[Ip<_l,~t -2n. Let (2m) be a sequence in K with 
]Am[---1 for each m. Put gn = ~k<_, 2k2gfk • If m>n>_k, then Ilg,,-gnllpk<- 
_< -n. In fact, for i>n, 
[I,~e,~ % II p~-< I1~ % IIp,<-- [,ll-e< t,~1-'- 
Since E is complete, there exists geC(X,E) such that g,~g uniformly. 
Clearly g= ~n~__X /~r/~/Tfrt. The set V= {y e K: lyl-< 1} is absolutely convex and 
c-compact. Hence, if we consider on K f the product topology, the set V N is 
absolutely convex and c-compact in K ~v by [10, 1.17]. The mapping 
f :  vN~Cc(X,E), (Am)"-' E 2n2nfn, 
n=l  
is continuous. Thus, the set B=f(V  N) is absolutely convex, bounded and 
c-compact in Cc(X,E). By hypothesis, there exists p such that BCpD and so 
X'~f,~CpD for each n. Hence f ,  e D for sufficiently large n, which is a contra- 
diction. This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let K be spherically complete and let D be an absolutely 
convex subset of C¢(X,E) absorbing absolutely convex, bounded and c- 
compact sets. Then F(D) C voX. 
PROOF. Suppose that xeF(D), x¢voX, and let (An), (Gn) be as in the proof 
of Proposition 2.4. Set wn=Uk<,  Gk. Since O~ox=A,\A,+l ,  we have 
x¢  l~ff0x and so  Wn~.~'~ D. Let fneC(X,E ) with f .¢D andfn=0 on /4/.. Let 
[2[>1. For each sequence (2n) in K, the series ~n==~ 2.2nfn represents an 
element g of C(X,E) (on W n we have g= ~k_<.-~ 2k2kfk and so g is continuous 
at each point of W~). If V= {yeK:  [y[ _< 1}, then V N is an absolutely convex 
and c-compact subset of K N. The mapping 
e~ 
h:KN~Cc(X,E), ('~n) ~ E ~-n2nf., 
rl=l 
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is continuous. In fact, if F is a compact subset of X, then FC W m, for some 
m, and so ~ 2n)tnfn = ~n<_m 2n)~'f, on F. It follows that the set B=h(V ~) is 
absolutely convex, bounded and c-compact in Co(X, E). Since B is absorbed by 
D, it follows that fn ~ D eventually. This contradiction completes the proof. 
Combining the preceding Propositions, we get 
THEOREM 3.4. Let E be a Fr6chet space. Then, Cc(X, E) is c-ultrabornological 
iff X is N-replete and K is spherically complete. 
PROOF. The "only i f f"  part follows from Theorem 3.1. Conversely, let X be 
N-replete and K spherically complete. Let D be an absolutely convex subset of 
Cc(X,E ) absorbing absolutely convex, bounded and c-compact sets. Then 
F(D) is a compact subset of ooX=X by Proposition 3.3. From Propositions 
3.3 and 2.7, there exist a continuous non-Archimedean seminorm p on E and 
r> 0 such that 
{f  e C(X, E) : ilfll F(D), p <-- r} C D 
and so D is a neighborhood of zero in Cc(X,E). This completes the proof. 
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